This paper adduces evidence for and attempts to phonologically motivate a pattern of descriptive "retraction" of surface word accent in the Anatolian languages. It is proposed that the innovative accentual peak (ictus) in the relevant forms is due to anatolian default accentuation, which applies when no constituent morpheme in a prosodic word is lexically specified as accented and assigns ictus to its leftmost syllable. Diachronic prosodic change is shown to result from the interaction of various morphophonological developments and the stable operation of this default accentual principle, whose effects in Hittite, Palaic, and Luwian require its reconstruction for Proto-Anatolian. Furthermore, the Anatolian evidence is argued to support Kiparsky and Halle's (1977) reconstruction of the same default principle for Proto-IndoEuropean on the basis of Vedic Sanskrit and Balto-Slavic evidence.
Introduction
Over the last thirty-five years, scholarship on Anatolian prosody-e.g. Hart (1980) , Carruba (1981) , Kimball (1983 Kimball ( , 1999 , Melchert (1984 Melchert ( , 1992a Melchert ( , 1994 , and most recently Kloekhorst (2008 Kloekhorst ( , 2014a )-has made significant advances in diagnosing the position of the word-level accentual peak (or ictus)1 primarily on the basis of plene writing (cf. 2.2), and thereby determining how the Anatolian languages continue prosodic patterns inherited from Proto-IndoEuropean (pie). Relatively little attention, however, has been paid to the synchronic principles of ictus assignment in these languages, which has led to difficulty in explaining certain cases where Anatolian seems to depart from inherited patterns. Such cases constitute the focus of this study, which addresses in particular a pattern of ictus "retraction"-viz. a descriptive historical leftward shift in the position of the ictus-observable in Hittite and the other Anatolian languages. Some Hittite examples of this phenomenon are given in (1) In all of the forms in (1), preservation of the inherited accentual pattern would have yielded ictus on the peninitial syllable; in Hittite, however, the ictus is 1 In the sense of Kiparsky (e.g. 2010) ; cf. 3.1. 2 On the verbal forms in (1a-1b) and (1d-1e), see liv2: s.vv., and further on (1d), cf. Oettinger (1976: 95) , Eichner (1978: 160) , Kimball (1999: 199) , and delg: 852; on (1c), see Puhvel (1991: 410-411) , who rightly rejects comparison with Hitt. au(s)-'see'; and on (1f), see Oettinger (1979: 230) , Melchert (1994: 84) , Kimball (1999: 195-196) , and Kloekhorst (2008: 871-872 ) (pace Kloekhorst (2014b) , on which see 2.2.2 below). 3 Following Kümmel (2007: 227-236) , pie *h1, *h2, *h3 = *[h], *[χ], *[ʁ] (cf. Weiss 2014) . It is further assumed that these phonetic values were continued into Anatolian, and as such, these symbols are used to represent their Anatolian outcomes in phonetic transcription. For legibility, I depart from standard ipa practice in transcribing [y] for ipa [j] and [g, k] for the inherited "palatal" velars, as well as using acute accent [´] to mark ictus. A right asterisk (x*) indicates a word that is not directly attested but whose existence is implied by inflectionally or derivationally related forms. Italics denote surface forms throughout; underlying forms are enclosed in slant brackets (/ /).
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realized on the word-initial (or leftmost) syllable. The morphological reconstruction of these forms, the Hittite evidence for their innovative accentuation, the chronology of the relevant developments, and previous scholarship on these problems are discussed further in 2, where it will become clear both that the "retraction" of ictus in these forms is linguistically real, and that it has not yet been satisfactorily explained. Consequently, a new proposal is developed: it is argued that the leftmost ictus observable in (1) is derived by the application of anatolian default accentuation, which is stated informally in (2):
(2) anatolian default accentuation (ada):4
If a word has no underlyingly accented morpheme, the leftmost syllable bears the ictus.
After situating the operation of the ada in both typological and Indo-European perspective (3.1), it is proposed that accentual change in these (representative) forms results from the interaction of this diachronically stable principle and other Anatolian morphophonological innovations-specifically, new phonotactic constraints and lexical restructuring. A formal implementation of the ada is developed within the framework of Optimality Theory (Prince and Smolensky 1993/2004) . It is thereupon demonstrated that the pre-and postinnovation forms in (1) are not only correctly generated by the hypothesized constraint grammar (3.2), but that the application of ada to these forms can be motivated on comparative and/or system-internal grounds (4). More broadly, it is suggested that the Hittite forms in (1) provide diachronic evidence for the operation of ada in Proto-Anatolian (pa) and its daughter languages. The emergence of the unmarked (or "default") prosodic pattern in these morphologically disparate categories is argued to support this hypothesis, just as similar phenomena in the history of Ancient Greek (cf. 4.2, ). This proposal, if correct, would inform an increasingly debated issue in Indo-European linguistics, namely, the extent to which ictus in pie was morphologically or phonologically determined. Moreover, it may bear upon theoretical questions of diachronic prosody, e.g.: What are the causes of diachronic prosodic change? How (and why) might the operation of default accentuation in a lexical accent system lead to such effects? The implications of the Anatolian evidence for these questions are considered in 5. 
Preliminaries
Determining whether a given form has undergone ictus "retraction" depends crucially on synchronic and diachronic considerations-in particular, its morphophonological reconstruction and the attested position of ictus. These issues are taken up in 2.1 and 2.2 respectively. The chronology of "retraction" is considered in 2.3. Finally, previous scholarship-and the problems it encounters-are discussed in 2.4, where the foundation is laid for the alternative approach pursued in this paper.
2.1
The Historical Basis for Pre-"Retraction" Forms The Hittite forms cited in (1) can be divided broadly into two distinct categories: (i) words belonging to morphological categories reconstructed for pie with non-initial ictus; and (ii) words subject to inner-Anatolian epenthesis in the word-initial consonant cluster, causing the historical ictus-bearing vowel to be in a non-initial syllable.
(1a) h̬ ūnikzi and (1b) nīnikzi belong to the first of these categories; these examples, along with other nasal-infix verbs in which there is evidence for "retraction," are reproduced in (3) 
dhwr̥ -né-h1-ti
It is the consensus view that these verbs continue pie nasal-infix presents, a category that is standardly (though not universally) reconstructed with consistent zero-grade of the root and mobile ictus: the strong stem exhibits ictus on the full-grade infix, while the weak stem has zero-grade of the infix and ictus on the inflectional endings.6 The original prosodic behavior of this morphological category is most evident in Vedic Class vii and Class ix presents, e.g. (4): 5 liv2: s.vv. reconstructs nasal-infix presents for (3a), (3b), and (3d); on (3c), see Puhvel (1991 : 367-368) (cf. Melchert 1994 Kloekhorst 2008: 359-360) , and on (3e), Oettinger (1979: 151) (cf. Kloekhorst 2008: 905-908) , with the outcome of the syllabic resonant per Kloekhorst (2007) (contra Melchert 1984: 36) . 6 Nasal-infix presents correspond to verb class (1k) of liv2: 38, which adopts this reconstruction (cf. Clackson 2007 : 53-54, Fortson 2010 ; for a dissenting view, see Kloekhorst (2008: 152-155 ) with reff.
Indo-European Linguistics 3 (2015) 145-187 (4) a. Ved. yunákti / yuñjánti 'yoke(s)' (vii) < pie *yu-né-g-ti / *yu-n-g-énti b. Ved. punati / punánti 'cleanse(s)' (ix) < pie *pu-né-h2-ti / *pu-n-h2-énti
In contrast, plene writing of the initial syllable in Hittite (3a-3b) unambiguously indicates that the ictus falls on this syllable, thus conflicting with the position established for the historical pre-form. While establishing initial ictus for (3c-3e) is more difficult, 2.2 presents non-trivial phonological evidence in support of the innovative accentual pattern clearly evident in (3a-3b). Nevertheless, the divergent ictus of these historical nasal-infix presents has drawn little attention; the conflict has been noted only for (3a) and (3b), and in neither form explained, likely in part because there is no obvious analogical source for ictus "retraction" in such cases. (1c) h̬ ūškeši has undergone a similar historical development. There is general agreement that this verbal stem contains the inherited imperfective suffix *-ské/ó-, whose derivatives regularly bear suffixal ictus in Hittite and Vedice.g. (5-6)-and so by assumption, in pie.
(5) Vedic -c(c)h-(< *-ské/ó-) presents:7 a. r̥ ccháti 'reaches' < pie *h1r̥ -ské-ti (ms i.5.12) b. pr̥ cchami 'I ask' < pie *pr̥ k-skó (-mi Yet just as in the nasal-infix verbs, it is the verbal root-not the stem-final thematic vowel-that bears ictus in (1c), and similarly, the evident "retraction" is unexplained.9
7 Cf. liv2: s.vv. and Mayrhofer (ewa: s.vv.) . A few inherited *-ské/ó-verbs have innovated the root ictus characteristic of productive Class i presents, e.g. gácchati 'goes' (cf. Gk. βάσκει). 8 For the root etymologies and attestation of (6), see (e.g.) Kloekhorst (2008: 236-237, 803- 809 with reff.); on the phonology of (6b) and (synchronically renewed) (6c), see Kavitskaya (2001) . The strong stem of Hittite -ške-verbs shows no trace of qualitative ablaut in the suffix, uniformly continuing pie *-ské-(cf. Yoshida 2010). 9 According to the standard view, the high vowels */i/ and */u/ do not lengthen under the ictus in closed syllables (Melchert 1994: 131-133) . However, Rieken (2005) and Kloekhorst (2008: 35-60 ) have now conclusively shown that Hittite has a phonemic distinction between yates Indo-European Linguistics 3 (2015) 145-187
The final three forms cited in (1)-viz. (1d) punušzi 'interrogates' , (1e) teripzi 'plows' , and (1f) teri-'three'-are morphologically disparate, but phonologically unified: all show the emergence of an epenthetic vowel in the inherited wordinitial obstruent-sonorant cluster, with shift of the ictus onto this historically new leftmost syllable. The clearest example of "retraction" in this class is (1d) punušzi, where plene writing of the 1s. pret. pūnuššun confirms ictus on the first -u-vowel, which has developed via epenthesis in the earlier *#pn-cluster. (1e) and (1f) exhibit the same phenomenon, though in these cases ictus on the epenthetic -e-vowel in the initial syllable is supported only by indirect diagnostics (cf. 2.2).
Unlike (1a-1c), "retraction" of ictus in (1d-1f) has been previously treated (Melchert 1994: 174-175; 2013b: 178-180) , yet in such a way that they must be divorced from the other forms that-quite strikingly-appear to show the same prosodic development. These questions are considered in greater detail in 2.4, where a unified approach to "retraction" is advocated; but before proceeding further, it is necessary to examine the Anatolian evidence for the position of the ictus.
2.2
Hittite Evidence for Leftmost ictus The principal diagnostic for the position of the ictus in Hittite is orthographic: scribes employ plene writing-the repetition of identical vowel signs in the spelling of vowels or diphthongs (cf. Kimball 1999: 55)-primarily to mark vowel length, which strongly correlates with ictus due to a phonological process lengthening short vowels under the ictus.10 Thus, if an (etymological) short vowel is written plene, it constitutes prima facie evidence for ictus on this vowel.
/u/ and /o/, and that one source of the latter is the conditioned lowering of pie *u next to *h2 / 3. If Melchert (2010) is correct that this "new" /o/ is also distinguished from /u/ in Palaic and Luwian, then it is was almost certainly phonologically distinct already in pa; thus it is unproblematic to assume that this lowered vowel did lengthen under the ictus in closed syllables, just as the other mid-vowel *e (cf. Melchert 1994 : 133, Kloekhorst 2014a and the "new" /o/ of Hitt. apūn (<a-pu-u-un>) from *-óm#.
10
And conversely, a process that has shortened non-ictic inherited long vowels (cf. Melchert 1994: 76) . For plene writing as a marker of vowel length, see (e.g.) Melchert (1994: 27-29) , Kimball (1999: 54-58) and Kloekhorst (2014a: 13-19) . Melchert (1994: 106-107) assumes that vowel lengthening under the ictus-a clear consequence of a highly ranked Stressto-Weight Principle (cf. Prince 1990)-is a synchronic phonological rule in Hittite, although this issue merits reevaluation; the effects of the rule are discussed by Kimball (1999: 63-64, passim) .
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Another important diagnostic for the ictus is the development of *e. In a significant but often overlooked observation, Melchert (1994: 133) pointed out that in Hittite "inherited short *[e] is virtually eliminated at the phonetic level." This elimination is effected by a series of conspiratorial phonological processes; besides lengthening under the ictus, *e underwent conditioned developments in non-ictic positions: raising to [i] in all pre-tonic syllables and post-tonic closed syllables; and lowering to [a] in post-tonic open syllables.11 Accordingly, the i and a outcomes of inherited *e testify (at least) to the relative position of the ictus, which in some cases may be the only evidence available.
2.2.1
pie Morphological Categories with Non-Initial ictus As already noted in 2.1, it is possible on the basis of plene writing to establish the position of the ictus for two of five historical nasal infix-presents cited in (3)-viz. (3a) h̬ ūnikzi and (3b) nīnikzi-and in addition, the *-skȇ-form (1c) h̬ ūškeši.12 (3a) is consistently attested in Old Script (os) texts with plene spelling of the initial syllable-e.g. <h̬ u-u-ni-ik-zi> (KBo 6.2 i 13)-and (3b) once in os <ni-i-ni-i[k-z]i> (kub 43.31 left col. 10).13 (1c) is multiply attested with plene spelling-e.g. 2s. pres. <h̬ u-u-us-ki-si> (KBo 5.13 iii 17-18); 2s. impv. <h̬ u-u-uski> (KBo 5.13 ii 29-30).
More difficult are (3c) h̬ ullizzi, (3d) zinnizzi, and (3e) dwarnizzi, which are problematic under all prior analyses. With respect to (3c), Kloekhorst (2008: 359-360) observes a "wide variety" of verbal stems, including h̬ ulle/i-, h̬ ulla-, and h̬ ulliye/a-. The last, attested only in late texts, is a productively derived *-ye/o-formation and so irrelevant to the accentuation of the historical nasal-
11
Per Melchert (1994: 137-139) , whose arguments are accepted (e.g.) by Kloekhorst (2008: 97 Kloekhorst's (2014a) comprehensive study leads him to conclude that "[e]specially when plene spelling with u occurs in (nearly) all attestations of a certain word, it is likely that the function of the sign u was more than just disambiguating u/o-ambiguous signs" (ibid.). This criterion clearly supports the linguistic reality of "retraction" in h̬ ūni(n)k-, as was noted already by Kimball (1983: 484) . 13 Kloekhorst (2014a: 427-428) assumes that all (historical) nasal-infix presents in Hittite bear ictus on the infix (as in pie) despite the systematic absence of evidence for plene writing of the infix. The plene writing of nīni(n)k-is not taken into account by Kloekhorst (2008 Kloekhorst ( , 2014a , nor is that of h̬ ūni(n)k-, even though the -u-vowel is consistently spelled plene and so meets his own criteria for hu-u signaling vowel length (cf. n. 12 above). 
This distribution is largely maintained in Hittite, where (e.g.) 1s. pret. h̬ ullanun (9×) is consistently opposed to 3s. pret. h̬ ullit (9×). Yet in some cases it breaks down, such as 3s. pres. h̬ ūllazzi/h̬ ullazzi (3×). The stem allomorphy evident in (7) offers a potential explanation for these deviations. Given such intraparadigmatic variation, it is possible that, when the verbal stem ceased to be 14 Melchert (1984: 114) ; cf. Kloekhorst (2008 Kloekhorst ( : 906, 1037 The relative chronology of laryngeal loss and shortening of long vowels is a vexed question; see the discussion of Kimball (1999: 124-125) . The nasal-infix verbs would point to the loss of (at least) coda *h1 prior to vowel shortening, thus (partially) supporting the hypothesis of Eichner (1986 Eichner ( , 1988 In sum, then, the stem-final vowel alternations of (3c), (3d), and (3e) are generally consistent with leftmost ictus, and provide a possible diachronic source for paradigmatic forms whose vocalism is not lautgesetzlich. For (3c), these phonological developments corroborate the position of the ictus as determined by (late) plene spellings. It is therefore highly probable that all five Hittite nasal-infix verbs in (3) exhibit "retraction" of ictus to their leftmost syllable.
This pattern raises the further question of whether nasal-infix presents have systematically undergone "retraction" in Hittite (and pa; cf. 2.2.2). There is neither orthographic nor phonological evidence indicating the position of the ictus in the remaining historical nasal-infix presents that preserve mi-verb inflection, Hitt. h̬ arnink-'destroy' , ištarnink-'make sick' , or šarnink-'compensate' . The uniformity of "retraction" in those nasal-infix verbs where such diagnostics are available suggests that these verbs too have leftmost ictus, but this cannot be confirmed.19 2.2.2 pie Forms Subject to Anatolian Initial Epenthesis "Retraction" is also a feature of (1d) punušzi, (1e) teripzi, and (1f) teri-'three' , all of which show ictus on the epenthetic vowel that has developed in the pie wordinitial obstruent-sonorant cluster. As noted in 2.1, this innovative accentual pattern is indicated for (1d) by plene spellings of the initial syllable: (e.g) 1s.
17
In other words, the historically "incorrect" outcomes are analogical to paradigmatic forms with "correct" vocalism.
18
A hapax tuwarnazi (KBo 6.3 i 31) suggests that at least one speaker reached the opposite conclusion, generalizing a stem dwarna-; in a similar vein, zinnami (cf. Melchert 2013a: 139-140) . However, while it is generally accepted that this vowel was ictus-bearing in (1f) on the strength of its CLuw. correspondent tarriyannalli-'third-in-command' (cf. 2.3),21 the accentuation of (1e) has been disputed by Kloekhorst (2014b: 64-66) on the grounds that "/é/ in an open syllable shows plene spelling in ca. 50 % of its attestations;" he therefore posits a strong stem "/teréptsi/" with peninitial ictus.
There are at least two serious objections to this hypothesis. First, it must be recognized that plene writing is fundamentally optional at all periods in Hittite and, in particular, in the later stages of the language. Derivatives of teripp-are first attested only in Middle Script texts, and by far the majority of examples are New Script;22 the significance of the absence of plene writing is 20 See chd (s.v.) for attestation. I assume that epenthesis yielded the mid vowel [o] in labial environments in parallel to its (unconditioned) realization as [e] in (e.g.) teripp-(cf. n. 21, and for "coloring" effects on epenthetic vowels, see Kavitskaya 2001: 288) . In this respect, the fluctuation between <u> and <ú> appears problematic; however, in addition to the cited forms, the <u> spelling is attested in 1pl. pret. <pu-u-nu-uš-šu-u-en> (at 454 ii 17, 21; iv 14; nh), and probably also in an incomplete form at kub 26.17 ii 9, while the only potential parallel for the <ú> spelling is partially restored 2pl. pret. <[pu]-˹ú˺-nu-uš-tén> (kub 59.10 vi 2; oh/ns). In view of the preponderance of <u> spellings, the single assured <ú> spelling may be attributed to scribal error (rather than a diachronic change, pace Kloekhorst (2008: 682) ); for a direct parallel, compare the (similarly os) isolated spelling <h̬ u-ú-ni-ik-zi> (kub 6.2 i 16; oh/os). I also assume that vowel length in the weak stem is non-original. 21
However, Kloekhorst (2014b) argues that the [e] vowel in teri-is not historically epenthetic but underlying, thus reviving Eichner's (1992: 69) proposal of an inherited "ablaut variant" *ter-i-. This proposal is untenable for reasons cogently stated by Kloekhorst (2008: 872-873) , and the new evidence brought to bear on the issue by Kloekhorst (2014b: 64-65 ) is non-probative: Lycian trisñni and Milyan trisu may be due to (extensive) languageinternal syncope (which still awaits a full treatment; cf. Melchert 1994: 318-321); similarly, Milyan trpplẽ 'thrice' need not derive from an *i-less *ter-, but could also be the result of syncope (Mil. tbipplẽ 'two-fold' may show only that [r] but not [v] has a syllabic allophone; for preserved pre-tonic #Cbi-, cf. Mil. Xbidewñne/i-, Lyc. Xbidẽñne/i-< *Xbidéwẽn(i)-). All the Anatolian forms are therefore best derived from a generalized weak stem */tri-/ (cf.
4.1.1). 22
Cf. Kimball (1999: 55-57) . Kloekhorst (2014a: 183-185, 190-195) presents evidence, specifically, for decreased plene writing of /é/ in open syllables during the mh/nh periods.
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In view of these issues, it is preferable to follow Melchert (2013a: 139-140 ) in the assumption that (1e) teripzi reflects [té(ː)ripːt͜ si] with initial ictus and raising of the second *e to [i] in a closed syllable. (1e) thereby reflects the same phenomenon as (1d) punušzi and (1f) teri-, viz. "retraction" of ictus to the epenthetic vowel in the historically new leftmost syllable.
2.3
The Chronology of "Retraction" The Hittite forms in (1) and (3) thus bear witness to an accentual change between reconstructed pie and the earliest attested stage of the language. However, the comparative Anatolian evidence may allow for a more precise determination of the chronology of this development. This point is clearest in the case of (1f) teri-, where the geminate -rr-of CLuw. tarri-* 'three'-the implied derivational base of CLuw. tarriyanalli-'third-in-command'-requires the same pre-form *téri-as its Hittite etymological match. Economy therefore strongly supports the reconstruction of pa *téri-with both vowel epenthesis and ictus "retraction," which regularly yields both Hitt. teri-and CLuw. tarri-* via Čop's Law (Čop 1970) .
Similar insight into the prehistory of Anatolian nasal-infix verbs is offered by Palaic, where the morphologically-conservative verbal stem šūna-(< pie */suné-h3-/) is twice attested, both times with plene of the leftmost syllable: 3s. pret. <šu-ú-na-at> (kub 35.165 Rs 22´); 2s. impv. <šu-ú-na> (24´).24 These spellings are most plausibly interpreted [súːna-] with lengthening of the inherited short *u vowel under the ictus, which is "retracted" with respect to its historical position.
23 Kloekhorst (2014b: 65-66) argues for this chronology, but cites as evidence his analysis of the Anatolian evidence for 'three' , which I reject (cf. n. 21). However, the possibility that vowel epenthesis in /*#trV-/ clusters was innovated as a synchronic phonological rule in pa and continued as such into the history of Hittite cannot be discounted (cf. n. 40); this point calls for further investigation. 24
On morphological grounds, the Palaic mi-verb sūnat can only be an archaism beside the innovated Hittite h̬ i-verb, which was likely created by analogy to the (ambiguous) 3rd pl. šunnanzi (:: 3rd s. sunnāi), where assimilation is regular (< pie *su-n-h3-ónti; cf. Melchert 1994: 79-80) . There is no comparative support for the *-nó-infix posited by Kloekhorst (2008: 785-786) ; the root-final laryngeal must therefore be *h3 (cf. Melchert 1987: 24-25) . This analysis of Pal. šūna-aligns it with Hittite nasal-infix verbs, the majority of which exhibit direct evidence for leftmost ictus. The historical implications of this correspondence are clear: "retraction" of ictus in this morphological category is-perhaps even systematically (cf. 2.2.2)-already a feature of pa. And since the same is true of *téri-, the mechanism responsible for this prosodic change-whatever its precise nature (cf. 3)-should be reconstructed for the pa stage.
2.4
Toward a New Approach While ictus "retraction" in Anatolian nasal-infix verbs has not previously been addressed, the forms in (1d-1f) with ictus-bearing epenthetic vowels fall under the scope of a phonological rule formulated, most explicitly, by Melchert (2013b: 178-179) , according to whom "a prehistoric anaptyctic vowel to the left of the original accent regularly drew the accent [= ictus] and was thereby lengthened in an open syllable, while a post-tonic anaptyctic vowel remained unaccented [= non-ictic]." If Melchert's proposal is correct, the phonological motivation for "retraction" in these three forms is independent of whatever has caused "retraction" in the nasal-infix verbs, since the latter have etymological underlying vowels, and so cannot be ascribed to the rule's operation. A polygenetic account of ictus "retraction" in Anatolian would thus be needed.
It must be acknowledged, however, that there are both empirical and theoretical problems with this rule as formulated. First, there are direct counterexamples to the rule qua historical process, e.g. Hitt. šummittant-'axe' (< pie *smit-é/ónt-), as well as a substantial body of synchronic evidence that comes, especially, from Hittite imperfective stems formed with the -ške-suffix. In this productive class, the ictus consistently falls on the suffix despite an epenthetic vowel to its left, e.g. (6c) zikkēt 'placed' or azzikkī 'eat!' (KBo 7.28 Rs 18, 23; oh/ms);25 this lack of evidence for ictus on the anaptyctic vowel constitutes strong evidence against leftward "attraction" of ictus as a synchronic rule in the grammar of Hittite, which in turn problematizes its reconstruction for an earlier stage of the language.
To these issues must be added concerns of typological plausibility. Melchert's rule assumes a causal relationship between pre-tonic epenthesis and ictus "retraction:" the insertion of an epenthetic vowel would trigger reassignment of the ictus. Yet rather than "attract" the ictus, epenthetic vowels cross-Indo-European Linguistics 3 (2015) 145-187 linguistically are frequently "invisible" to processes like ictus assignment (cf. Hall 2011 (cf. Hall : 1586 ; and when they do they bear ictus, they do so not by virtue of being epenthetic, but because they occupy a position where ictus is assigned by a predictable phonological algorithm.26
These problems recommend an alternative approach to "retraction" in (1d-1f).27 A potential way forward is offered by the nasal-infix verbs, as they confirm the existence of some not fully understood phonological process responsible for assigning ictus to the leftmost syllable of a prosodic word. On purely formal grounds, the leftmost ictus evident in (1d-1f) is explicable in terms of such a process, which would thereby allow for a unified analysis of ictus "retraction." This economical approach is pursued in 3, where it is argued that the process responsible for assigning leftmost ictus to the forms in both (1) and (3) is, specifically, (2) anatolian default accentuation.
3
The Operation of Anatolian Default Accentuation
In this section, the prosodic typology of pie is briefly discussed (3.1). The ada is reintroduced and formalized in a constraint-based framework (3.2), and it is demonstrated that this constraint grammar will correctly generate the attested forms with "retraction" of the ictus (3.3).
pie Prosody in Typological Perspective
The primacy of morphology in determining the position of the single surface accentual peak in pie words is an assumption shared by all Indo-Europeanists.28 This assumption is central to the system of paradigmatic classes, each of which is intended to describe the distribution of this accentual peak within the inflectional paradigm of a word belonging to that paradigmatic class, and also holds for thematic formations.29 In the basic typology of prosodic systems, it 26 Like the Classical Latin "antepenultimate rule," on which see Mester (1994) . 27
The possibility of a causal connection between epenthesis and ictus "retraction" is comprehensively assessed by Yates (forthcoming). 28
For the strongest form of this claim, see (e.g.) Weiss (2011: 106-107) : "In Proto-IndoEuropean accent was morphologically determined." 29
While the "kinetic" paradigms posited by Schindler (1972 Schindler ( , 1975b Schindler ( , 1975a and the "Erlangen School" (see esp. Rix 1992) and the "dynamic" paradigms of the "Leiden school" (Beekes 1985; cf. Pedersen 1926; Kuiper 1942; Kloekhorst 2013 ) differ terminologically and in the details of each class's reconstruction, they both share the basic premise that ictus in pie was morphologically determined.
yates Indo-European Linguistics 3 (2015) 145-187 may therefore be assumed that pie had what is generally referred to as a lexical accent system.30 Generative analyses of lexical accent systems standardly link the position of the accentual peak in a given morphological category to the prosodic properties of the morpheme(s) instantiating that category.31 These properties are listed in a morpheme's lexical entry, which at its most basic level includes whether or not the morpheme is specified for prosodic prominence. In general, the (single) accentual peak will coincide with a morpheme lexically specified for prominence, yet since morphologically complex words may contain multiple such morphemes, the relation between surface accentual peak and underlying prominence is not one-to-one. In analyzing these systems, it is therefore useful to follow Kiparsky (2010, forthcoming) in distinguishing between accent-viz. underlying specification of a morpheme for prosodic prominence that may or may not be realized on the surface-and ictus, the surface accentual peak itself.32 When multiple accented morphemes are present, languagespecific phonological principles then operate to designate which underlying accent will surface as ictus. A word's ictus is therefore determined by a phonological computation over the lexical properties of its constituent morphemes, a feature which suggests that such prosodic systems-including the one reconstructed for pie-are more accurately labelled lexical "interface systems" (cf. Revithiadou 1999: 14-25) .
Interface systems of this kind are found in a number of the world's languages. One such language is Cupeño, a Uto-Aztecan language spoken until recently in the vicinity of northern San Diego County.33 The Cupeño forms in (8) illustrate 30 For a (brief) cogent discussion of the pie prosodic system and "lexical accent," see Kim (2013) , and on lexical accent systems generally, Revithiadou (1999). 31 In this vein, Kiparsky (1967 Kiparsky ( , 1973 Kiparsky ( , 1982 Kiparsky ( , 1984 Kiparsky ( , 2003 Kiparsky ( , 2010 , forthcoming) has advocated a "compositional" approach to pie accentology in contrast to traditional paradigmatic approaches (cf. n. 29); for references to other analyses of ancient ie languages employing compositional principles, see Kiparsky (2010: 137 n. 1). 32 This terminology has the great benefit of abstracting away from the (separate) issue of the phonetic realization of the ictus in the individual languages, thereby facilitating comparison between the tonal systems of (e.g.) Greek and Indo-Iranian and the stressbased system of (e.g.) Germanic. 33
The last speaker of Cupeño died in 1987; for extensive discussion of the history of the people and their language, see Hill (2005: Chap. 1). Other languages with lexical interface systems include Russian (e.g. Halle 1973; Halle and Kiparsky 1979) , Lithuanian (Blevins 1993) , Japanese (Poser 1984), Choguita Rarámuri (Caballero 2011) , Modern Greek, and Thompson Salish (Revithiadou 1999) . The fact that Indo-European languages are so wellrepresented in this list can hardly be coincidental; rather, their prosodic systems must reflect inheritance from pie (cf. 5.3).
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another important feature common to lexical interface systems, viz. a principle of phonological default accentuation that applies when a word contains no accented morphemes; in this situation, the default principle functions to assign ictus in accordance with the strict requirement that every prosodic word be ictus-bearing. In Cupeño, the ictus is assigned by default to the leftmost syllable:34
The role of phonology both in adjudicating between multiple underlying accents and, in their absence, determining default prosodic structure in Cupeño and other languages with lexical interface systems strongly suggests that pie also had phonological principles governing the distribution of the ictus in such situations. Precisely this claim has been made by Kiparsky and Halle (1977) , who argue that the phonological mechanism responsible in pie was the basic accentuation principle in (9):
(9) basic accentuation principle (bap):35 If a word has more than one accented syllable, the leftmost of these gets the ictus. If a word has no accented syllable, the leftmost syllable gets the ictus.
The consequences of this principle-including its default component-are perhaps most transparent in Vedic Sanskrit. It is an important virtue of the Kiparskyan hypothesis that it accounts synchronically for the Vedic distinction between root nouns exhibiting fixed root ictus and "mobile" root nouns whose ictus shifts from the root in the strong cases to the inflectional endings in the weak cases. This distinction falls out from the assumption that the root is inherently accented in the type with fixed ictus (e.g. /gáv-/ 'cow'), while the root is unaccented in the "mobile" type (/nāv-/ 'boat'). Schematic derivations for these two contrasting types are presented in (10):36 34 For this analysis of (8), see Alderete (2001b: 472) ; cf. Hill (2005) . 35
This formulation is based on Kiparsky and Halle (1977: 209) and Kiparsky (2010: 6) . 36 Kiparsky (2010: 142-143) has proposed that the pie nominative plural suffix *-es was "preaccenting", i.e. places an accent on the final vowel of the stem to which it attaches (similarly, the singular verb endings discussed in 3.3; cf. Kiparsky (forthcoming) The effect of the default component of the bap is apparent in the strong stem of 'boat': since neither the root /nāv-/ nor the plural ending /-as/ is accented, ictus is assigned to the leftmost syllable, yielding the surface form Ved. navaḥ. The central hypothesis of this paper is that a similar principle of default accentuation obtained in the Anatolian languages, and that this principle is responsible for the historically "retracted" ictus of the forms cited in (1) and (3). The Cupeño and Vedic evidence in (8) and (10) converge in their support of left edge default ictus assignment as a possible feature of lexical interface systems; thus even independent of the question of inheritance, typological considerations lend support to the possibility that (2) anatolian default accentuation-introduced in 1 and for convenience repeated below-is the root cause of the innovative pattern of leftmost ictus observed in Hittite and reconstructible for pa:
(2) anatolian default accentuation (ada):
The inheritance question is taken up separately in 5.3; the remainder of this section develops a constraint-based formal implementation of ada and shows that the Anatolian forms exhibiting ictus "retraction" are formally consistent with the operation of ada.
3.2
Formalizing ada: A Constraint-Based Approach In lexical interface systems, surface accentual patterns are determined by a complex interplay between morphology and phonology, including default phonological principles like ada. Such morphophonological interactions are ideally suited for implementation in Optimality Theory (ot) (Prince and Smolensky 1993/2004 ), which can model the (virtual) competition between underlying accent(s) and default accentuation to surface as the single ictus. Synchronically, this competition has a consistent winner:37 the morphologically depenthe examples considered here, and at present I know of no independent evidence for preaccentuation in Anatolian, I provisionally treat these suffixes as unaccented (cf. n. 63). 37
Diachronically, however, the default pattern may win out, as argued in 4.2 and 5.1.
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Within an ot framework, this pattern can be understood as the consequence of prosodic requirements imposed by the two constraints in (11-12):
(11) align-l(prom, ω) (align-l): The ictus must be aligned with the left edge of a prosodic word. Assign one violation (*) for each syllable between the ictus and the word's left edge.
(12) culminativity (culm): A prosodic word must bear exactly one ictus.
An inviolable constraint governing prosodic well-formedness, (12) culminativity enforces the requirement that all content words in Anatolian be ictusbearing.38 When no accent is present underlyingly, this requirement is fulfilled by insertion of an accent between input and output representations; (11) align-l then dictates the syllable on which this accent is realized, preferring the candidate that has the ictus aligned with its left edge. While necessary to satisfy (12) culminativity, the insertion of a default accent violates a highly ranked prosodic faithfulness constraint. The domination of (11) align-l by (13) pros-faith-a cover term for the constraint family in (13a-13c)-ensures that lexically specified accent will regularly surface as ictus, thereby blocking the application of ada:39 (13) prosodic faithfulness (pros-faith):
a. max-prom: Every prominence in the input must have a correspondent in the output. b. dep-prom: Every prominence in the output must have a correspondent in the input. c. no-flop-prom: Corresponding prominences must have corresponding sponsors and links.
38 On "culminativity" and its related parameter "obligatoriness" as features of prosodic systems, see Hyman (2006) . 39 (13) thus equally assesses violations for (13a) deletion, (13b) insertion, and (13c) reassociation of underlying accents, i.e. if an accent were realized as ictus on a syllable other than the one with which it is associated underlyingly. On the details of these constraints, see Alderete (2001a : 23-25) (cf. McCarthy 1997 . For ease of exposition, neither output candidates with violations of (13c) nor harmonically bounded candidates are considered in the tableaux presented in this paper. In terms of the analysis developed here, an underlying accent is an input prominence, while the ictus is the output correspondent of an accent.
The constraint ranking in (14) generates the desired accentual pattern: a lexical accent will surface, otherwise ada assigns default leftmost ictus.
(14) culminativity ≫ pros-faith ≫ align-l Its predictions may be illustrated using the Vedic data already presented in (10) above. A mobile root noun like Vedic /nāv-/ 'boat' has ictus alternating between the root in the strong cases (e.g. nom. pl. navaḥ) and inflectional endings in the weak cases (gen. s. nāváḥ). These alternations are correctly produced by the ranking in (14), as the tableaux in (15a) and (15b) With this apparatus in place, it is now possible to turn to the analysis of the Anatolian evidence for "retraction" of ictus.
3.3
Applying ada: The Anatolian Data From a synchronic perspective, ada offers a potential explanation for the prosody of Anatolian lexical items that have word-initial ictus. In some words, this accentual pattern may be listed in the lexicon as a property of one or more of its constituent morphemes; in others-specifically, those whose underlying form contains no accented morphemes-the leftmost ictus will be due to the ada. Under the assumption that both the Hittite forms subject to inner- Provided with these inputs, the constraint grammar predicts forms at the pa stage that will correctly develop into their observed outcomes in the Anatolian languages. These predictions are exemplified for (1b) and (1e) in the tableaux in (17) and (18) However, it is clear that the output of the grammar crucially depends on its inputs-viz. the underlying forms over which it operates-and it is far from trivial to assume that the underlying representations in (16) are correct for the Proto-Anatolian stage. This claim appears particularly problematic in the case of the nasal-infix verbs: rather than the unaccented, monomorphemic stem presented in (16), nasal-infix presents were productively derived in pie by infixation of /-né-/. Similarly for (1c) h̬ ūške-, the pie form was derived by suffixation of */-ské-/, and in this instance, both the productivity of the derivational process and the morpheme's accentual properties are transparently stable going into and throughout the history of Hittite.
Thus if ada is indeed the cause of ictus "retraction" in the surface forms corresponding to the morphemes in (16), the pressing question is how and why these morphemes came to behave as simplex, unaccented stems, and so fall under the domain of ada. 4 addresses this question.
The Domain of Anatolian Default Accentuation
This section attempts to motivate the application of ada to the Anatolian forms discussed in 2.2 that show "retraction" of ictus with respect to their pie forms. It is argued that the forms in question have undergone innovations other than the shift of the ictus itself, and that these phonological and/or morphological innovations in conjunction with the ada trigger the diachronic development of leftmost ictus. In 2.2, these forms were divided broadly into two categories, namely, those belonging to morphological categories reconstructed for pie with non-initial ictus (2.2.1), and those subject to Anatolian vowel epenthesis within a word-initial complex onset (2.2.2). It will become clear in 4.1-4.2 that this basic division maps onto the separate rationale for the application of ada in each category, although intra-category morphological differences will necessitate some further subdivision. Epenthesis forms are discussed first in 4.1, followed by the more complex morphological formations in 4.2.
4.1
Unaccented Roots in pa and ada (1d) Hitt. punušzi, (1e) teripzi, and (1f) teri-are manifestly united by phonological developments, namely, vowel epenthesis and "retraction" of ictus to the historically new leftmost syllable. Yet there may also be less obvious commonalities: in 4.1.1 and 4.1.2, it is argued that all three are derived from unaccented roots whose lexical properties remain stable even when new Anatolian phonotactic constraints trigger vowel epenthesis, thus altering the phonolog-Indo-European Linguistics 3 (2015) 145-187 ical shape of the roots and their derivatives. These phonotactic constraints interact transparently with (11) align-l-the constraint driving ada-to yield ictus on the newly emergent leftmost syllable. In 4.1.1, comparative evidence supporting the unaccented status of pa */tri-/ is presented; 4.1.2 contends that pa */trep-/ and */pn(e)uss-/ are unaccented on system-internal grounds.
4.1.1 pa */tri-/ in Comparative Perspective Compelling evidence for an unaccented root pa */tri-/ 'three' comes from comparison with Vedic, where the relatively rich accentual data offers insight into the prosodic properties of this morpheme. In Vedic, the word for 'three' has a mobile paradigm identical to that of /nāv-/ 'boat' (in contrast to /gáv-/ 'cow'; cf. 3.1): nom.pl. tráyaḥ; instr. tribhíḥ; loc. triṣú.41 And just as for /nāv-/ in (15), the constraint grammar developed in 3.2 correctly generates the mappings in (19) with default ictus assignment in the nominative, and lexical accent surfacing in the oblique cases:
The Vedic facts thus support the reconstruction of an unaccented pie root */trey-/ that is directly continued in pa */tri-/. The inheritance of this unaccented root in turn explains the attested Hittite forms-e.g. 3-i-e-eš (kub 10.55, 12) and 3-e-eš (KBo 17.58 i 5; oh/os) point to a nominative plural [té(ː)riyes], which may be derived via ada from a Hittite underlying representation /t(e)ries/.42 4.1.2 The Accentuation of Simplex mi-Verbs in pa Morphologically, Hittite pūnušš-and teripp-both belong to the category of Anatolian simplex mi-verbs-i.e. primary root formations-which also includes 41 The unaccentedness of /tray-/ 'three' in Vedic is also evident in compounding-(e.g.) in the contrast between tri-cakrá-'three-wheeled' (e.g. rv i.157.3a) with ictus on the second member and saptá-cakra-'seven-wheeled' (rv i.164.3b) with ictus on the first. In the latter, the lexical accent of the first member (/saptá/) is assigned ictus via the bap because it is the leftmost accent, while in the former, the first member is unaccented (/tray-/), thus allowing the lexical accent of the second member (/cak -rá-/) to receive the ictus. 42
On the phonological interpretation of the nominative plural suffix in Hittite, see Kloekhorst (2012) . verbal roots at the very core of the lexicon such as */es-/ 'be' , */ed-/ 'eat' , and */gwen-/ 'kill' . Verbs in this category exhibit regular alternations between root ictus in the strong stem (singular) and ictus on the inflectional endings in the weak (plural).43 In this respect, their prosodic behavior is identical to that of Vedic mobile root nouns, a parallelism which suggests the possibility that alternating ictus in these verbs is similarly due to the accentual properties of their roots. If these roots are unaccented, the grammar predicts default ictus in the singular, while in the plural the inherent accent of the inflectional endings will surface. This pattern is illustrated for the Hittite outcomes of */es-/ 'be' in the strong stem (20) The prosodic behavior of pa */es-/ and other verbs of this type is therefore consistent with the hypothesis that they are categorically derived from unaccented roots. If correct, it would follow that Hittite pūnušš-and teripp-are respectively based on the unaccented pa roots */pn(e)uss-/ and */trep-/ posited in (16); and as demonstrated in 3.3-explicitly for teripp-in (18)-the attested strong stem 43 Per Melchert (2013a: 139-40) , the pre-Hittite ablaut *téripp-/*tarp-was eliminated by analogical introduction of the strong stem into the plural (including fixed root ictus), a well-established response to irregular allomorphy. The alternative scenario of Kloekhorst (2014b: 65-66, 71) , in which speakers replace a marked pattern with an entirely unattested one (*trép-/trɨp-), is implausible. 44
For a possible explanation of the root a-vocalism in the weak stem of Hittite verbs like ašanzi, see now Yates (2014) (pace Melchert, 1994: 66-67 ).
Indo-European Linguistics 3 (2015) forms are consistent with the application of ada: in the absence of underlyingly accented morphemes, the grammar will assign default leftmost ictus to (1d) punušzi and (1e) teripzi.45 4.2 "Demorphologization" in pa and ada The relationship between ada and the Anatolian nasal-infix verbs in (3) as well as Hitt. h̬ ūške-must be explained otherwise. Historically, these forms all belong to morphological categories reconstructed for pie with non-initial ictus (cf. 2.2.1), but have developed initial ictus in pa or the immediate prehistory of Hittite. It is argued that this prosodic development is the result of two morphophonological innovations: (i) the loss of morphological complexityor "demorphologization" (cf. Probert 2006: 233)-with lexical listing as a monomorphemic stem; and (ii) (re)analysis of the stem as unaccented, thereby triggering the application of ada. The factors motivating these innovations are discussed in 4.2.1 for h̬ ūške-and in 4.2.2 for the nasal-infix verbs.
4.2.1
Hitt. h̬ ūške-and ada All previous analyses of Hitt. h̬ ūške-'wait' agree on at least one point: on semantic grounds, it cannot be synchronically derived from the cognate simplex verb h̬ uiš-'live' (< pie *h2wes-).46 While other -ške-verbs are semantically compositional, exhibiting only aspectual differences with respect to their verbal base, the much greater divergence of h̬ ūške-suggests that it has undergone semantic specialization, developing a new meaning uniquely associated with the historical *-ské-formation.
Could this semantic divergence have been the catalyst for prosodic change in h̬ ūške-? This possibility is raised by the recent work of Probert (2006) , who argues that functional considerations may increase the likelihood of a word undergoing the historical process she has termed "demorphologization"-in effect, a subtype of lexicalization that occurs when learners fail to acquire the constituent structure of a morphologically complex word (cf. 5.1). From her analysis of Greek thematic adjectival suffixes (e.g. -ρό-), Probert (2006: 286) concludes that "a stem formed with one of these suffixes may come to be treated synchronically as monomorphemic if, for some formal or functional reason, the word loses its connection with a synchronically clear category of words 45 Under this analysis, the corresponding plural forms must be attributed to secondary developments (cf. nn. 20, 43). 46 Kloekhorst (2008: 365) calls it a "petrified imperfective", while it is labelled a "hidden iterative" by Puhvel (1991: 410-411) , who adduces the parallel semantic development of Ved. vas-'dwell' and Toch.B. wäs-'id.'
yates Indo-European Linguistics 3 (2015) 145-187 containing the suffix." In the case of h̬ ūške-, then, increasing semantic opacity between the verb and its derivational base may have provided the "functional" motivation for demorphologization. Yet the result of this process need not have been prosodic change-at least not immediately. When h̬ ūške-ceased to be perceived as the imperfective of an existing verbal base due to semantic drift, its new meaning 'wait' was stored in an independent lexical entry. After demorphologization, the phonological representation associated with this entry must have contained the basic segmental content of its surface representation at the time of reanalysis, while lacking any morpheme boundari(es) associated with its derivational prehistory; less certain, however, would have been its accentual properties-i.e. */Huske-/ or */Huské-/. At the crucial stage at which morphological acquisition failed, veridical production of the previous generation's surface form *Huské-, whose ictus was due to the accented suffix */-ske-/, would entail lexical listing of monomorphemic */Huské-/ with peninitial accent. If such listing were to occur, then demorphologization would not yield any directly detectable change: the new generation of pa (or pre-Hittite) speakers would continue to produce *Huské-, even though they had innovative underlying representations.
But an alternative scenario also finds support in the history of Greek; according to Probert (2006: 258) , "a possible, but not inevitable, consequence" of demorphologization "is the loss of a non-default accent and its replacement with the default accent for the language." This "reversion to default"-in Greek, "recessive accentuation"-would follow straightforwardly if the newly monomorphemic stem were instead listed without lexical accent, or subsequently came to lose this property. Why some words acquire (and retain) lexical accent but other words do not likely depends on to a multiplicity of incompletely understood factors, yet one clearly established by Probert (2006) is the role of token frequency: highly frequent lexical items tend to resist the shift to default accentuation, even though they exhibit the other features characteristic of demorphologized formations,47 and conversely, relatively infrequent items with these features strongly tend to adopt the default pattern. 47 Such as non-prototypical semantics for the word's (historical) morphological category. A likely example of a high-frequency word retaining non-initial ictus despite demorphologization is ὲχθρος 'enemy'-historically, formed with the adjectival *-ró-suffix-which occurs more than 500× in Greek between Homer and the 2nd c. ce; see Probert (2006: 232-233) for discussion.
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Probert's findings suggest that when a word ceases to be parsed as morphologically complex, preservation of non-default ictus via lexical listing occurs only when learners have been exposed to significant positive evidence-i.e. many tokens-of that accentual pattern.48 The implications of this result for a relatively low-token frequency word like Hittite h̬ ūške-, which is attested less than 10× in the entire corpus, seem clear: it is very likely that learners underexposed to the inherited surface form *Huské-would eventually have converged on an unaccented stem that consequently came under the domain of ada; the assignment of default leftmost ictus yielded (in the 2nd person singular) *Húskesi, which developed into the attested form (1c) h̬ ūškeši.
The development of Hitt. h̬ ūške-may thus be schematized as in (22) Stage i is the inherited situation, the suffix *-ské-deriving an imperfective stem from the verbal root of Hitt. h̬ uiš-'live' . Stage ii represents a potential intermediate stage at which demorphologization has occurred, and the accentual properties of the surface form lexicalized; the actual surface forms would not change at this stage, but their underlying forms do. At Stage iii-the synchronic situation in Hittite-the stem has become unaccented, and receives leftmost ictus by default. Demorphologization and loss of underlying accent thus provide an explanation for the historically (and synchronically) unexpected leftmost ictus of Hitt. h̬ ūške-. While it may seem uneconomical to posit so much machinery to explain a single attested form, 4.2.2 will show that the same basic tools can motivate the similarly problematic initial ictus in pa nasal-infix verbs.
4.2.2
pa Nasal-Infix Verbs and ada The innovative leftmost ictus observed in Anatolian nasal-infix verbs is consistent with the application of ada, yet as was the case for h̬ ūške-, it is unclear why these formations should fall under the domain of this default principle. Vedic Class vii and Class ix presents support the reconstruction of an accented infix /-né-/ for pie (cf. 2.1); thus if the Anatolian nasal-infix verbs were synchronically derived according to the inherited pattern, ada would have been 48 See 5.1 below for further discussion of these issues. "blocked" by the underlying accent of the infix, which would preferentially receive the ictus. Understanding how the ada may have come to apply to Anatolian nasalinfix verbs begins with a better understanding of their attestation and how these formations are situated within the Anatolian verbal system. Ablauting nasal-infix presents are continued only in Hittite and Palaic šūna-, the other Anatolian languages showing no trace of the full-grade infix. This restricted distribution suggests that nasal-infix verbs were a closed morphological class already in Proto-Anatolian. Moreover, it seems likely that membership in this class was shrinking: not only do nasal-infix verbs disappear in the other Anatolian languages, but their historical loss is paralleled by diachronic trends within (pre-)Hittite, where inherited nasal-infix verbs have been renewed or replaced in several different ways. One clear example of such renewal is Hitt. šunnai 'fills' , which must have secondarily acquired h̬ i-verb inflection in the prehistory of Hittite, since the original mi-verb is directly reflected in Palaic šūnat (cf. n. 24 above). This development suggests a pattern whereby original nasalinfix presents were remade as h̬ i-verbs, and this process can in fact be observed within the attested period of Hittite, as the mi-verbs cited in (3d-3e) give way to innovative zinnai (e.g. kub 6.45 iv 45), duwarnai (KBo 39.8 ii 11), and h̬ ullai (KBo 6.29 iii 43).49
Nasal-infix presents that resisted these analogical pressures may have been subject to replacement by other means. Hitt. h̬ arnink-'destroy' , attested already in Old Script texts (e.g. h̬ arnikta; KBo 22.2 Vo 15), begins to face competition in New Hittite from semantically identical h̬ arg(a)nu-'id.' (KBo 6.28 Ro 7), derived via nu-suffixation from the intransitive verbal stem h̬ ark-'die' . In contrast to nasal infixation, nu-suffixation is highly productive both in (23a) Hittite and (23b) Luwian:50 the suffix freely attaches to verbal, adjectival, and even nominal bases to form new transitive or causative predicates (cf. Luraghi 2012).
(23) a. Hitt. ling(a)nu-'make swear' : link-'swear' :
Hitt. pah̬ h̬ (a)šnu-'protect' : pah̬ h̬ (a)š-'protect' Hitt. parkunu-'purify' : parkui-'pure' Hitt. ešh̬ arnu-'bloody' : ēšh̬ ar-'blood' 49 As Kloekhorst (2008: 140, passim) has observed, this inflectional type is productive within Hittite. 50
It is possible that Lydian verbal stems in -no-/-νo-also contain the same suffix; see Oettinger (1978: 77) and Melchert (1992b: 52 The formal and functional agreement between these Hittite and Luwian nusuffixal derivatives all but guarantees the productivity of this derivational process in pa, which in turn increases the likelihood that the Hittite-internal renewal of older h̬ arni(n)k-by younger h̬ arg(a)nu-reflects a type of replacement occurring already at a much earlier stage. Two mechanisms whereby inherited nasal-infix presents were lost in Anatolian have therefore been identified: conversion into h̬ i-verbs; and replacement by nu-suffixal derivatives. These prehistoric developments offer a plausible explanation for the nearly wholesale elimination of inherited nasal-infix formations in the Anatolian languages, and furthermore, call into question the status of the handful of attested forms in Hittite and Palaic-are they synchronically derived or lexicalized?
If the derivational analysis is correct, two questions present themselves: from what are the Anatolian nasal-infix verbs derived, and what is their function? Clackson (2007: 153) has called attention to the preponderance of reconstructible (perfective) root aorists beside (imperfective) nasal-infix presents, which may suggest that at some stage of pie nasal infixation was used to derive atelic verbal stems from lexically telic roots.51 A trace of this pie lexical aspect-based derivational relationship may be preserved in the etymological relationship between Hitt. h̬ uek-'slaughter' and h̬ ūni(n)k-'batter' (< *h2weg-; cf. liv2: 286-287), which have become semantically divorced by the time of Hittite.52 The relic status of this single pair ensures that this function of nasal infixation cannot have been maintained synchronically in Anatolian.
51
Telicity is here understood to be a feature of lexical aspect, while perfectivity pertains to grammatical aspect; on the distinction, see (e.g.) Bertinetto (2001) . If nasal infixation ever operated on grammatical aspect in pie, this function could not have survived the Anatolian reorganization of the verbal system along fundamentally temporal lines. 52 It is extremely unlikely on semantic grounds that a derivational relationship held between h̬ ūni(n)k-and h̬ uek-synchronically in Hittite or even late pa. This assessment coincides with the judgment of Kloekhorst (2008: 348, 363) , who lists the verbs under separate lemmata, and of Puhvel (1991: 381-382) , who notes a "palpable semantic discrepancy" between the two. Another possible function of Anatolian nasal infixation is suggested by a number of cognate formations across the daughter languages that appear to reflect a transitivity opposition in pie between intransitive simplex root formations and transitive (or causative) derived nasal-infix verbs (cf. Meiser 1993) .53 This transitivizing function of nasal infixation is reflected in Hittite in the two additional etymological pairs in (24):
While these two pairs are perhaps the strongest candidates for synchronic derivation at any stage in Anatolian, they nevertheless constitute a limited basis on which to assume that nasal infixation remains operative in late pa. Moreover, as a transitivizing strategy, nasal infixation would compete directly with productive nu-suffixation (cf. Luraghi 2012: 8-9), whose derivatives are being extended in pa at the expense of old nasal-infix formations as evident in (24b).54 At best, then, the Hittite evidence in (24) provides weak support for the derivational account.55 However, the main problem with this account is the fact that, for the majority of Anatolian nasal-infix verbs, the nasal-infix verb itself is the only evidence for the etymological root from which it was historically derived. The inherited pie root (aorist) formations that once provided language learners with direct evidence for these verbal roots have been lost in pa; thus learners in late pa would (somehow) first need to extract these roots from their corresponding nasal-infix verbs in order to derive these verbs via nasal infixation.56 The acqui-
53
This semantic opposition is nicely preserved in derivatives of the root *pleh1-'become full' (cf. liv2: 482-483): the transitive nasal-infix present is directly reflected in Ved. pr̥ ṇati 'fills' , and the original intransitive root aorist continued in Hom. Gk. πλῆτο 'was filled' . See also Clackson (2007: 154) . 54
It should be noted also that, at least at an early stage, the function of nasal infixation in (24a) and in (24b) would not have been strictly parallel. Since the original meaning of ištark-was likely 'ail, afflict' with accusative experiencer, nasal infixation would not have changed the argument structure of the base verb in the same way as h̬ ark-'die' , where the experiencer is nominative (cf. Luraghi 2010: 253-257; Puhvel 1984: 475-477) . 55
Further arguments to this end are presented in 5.1. 56 Byrd (2015: 138) suggests the intriguing possibility that nasal-infix presents were synchronically derived from root aorists in pie (cf. Clackson 2007: 154) . This assumption would provide an even more straightforward account of the loss of nasal infixation as a synchronic process in pa, as it would require only that the inherited root formations cognate with the Anatolian nasal-infix verbs were lost.
Indo-European Linguistics 3 (2015) 145-187 sition of nasal infixation under such circumstances would thus be extremely difficult, if possible at all.57 In view of these formal and functional issues, the derivational analysis of nasal-infix verbs in late pa is unsustainable. A more plausible alternative is that, as their cognate verbal root formations were gradually lost, historical nasalinfix verbs underwent demorphologization and were lexicalized as monomorphemic stems. These developments made the derivational process itself increasingly opaque, and eventually, there was insufficient positive evidence for pa language learners to acquire it at all; as a result, nasal-infix verbs ceased to be processed as a derived morphological category, and historical members of this category-even those with existing cognate root formations-were individually lexically listed.58
Once lexicalized, historical nasal-infix verbs became highly susceptible to the influence of productive neighboring morphological categories, which in some cases led to their analogical remodeling as h̬ i-verbs or lexical replacement by functionally equivalent nu-suffixal derivatives.59 Those inherited nasal-infix verbs that escaped these processes and are attested in Hittite and Palaic accordingly came to have the newly monomorphemic pa underlying forms in (25):60 (25) */Huneg-/ 'batter' */durnǣ-/ 'break' */hr̥ neg-/ */ninek-/ 'mobilize' */Hullǣ-/ 'fight' */str̥ neg-/ */tinǣ-/ 'finish' */sunō-/ 'fill' */sr̥ neg-/ 57 Hawkins and Cutler (1988: 309-310) argue that nasal infixation is cross-linguistically disfavored precisely because it is difficult to process morphologically. 58
As discussed in 4.2.1, Probert (2006: 286) has identified the loss of a "connection with a synchronically clear category of words containing the suffix" as a significant factor in demorphologization. This systematic demorphologization of nasal-infix verbs would thus constitute an extreme case of this phenomenon, i.e. driven by the loss of the morphological category itself. As an anonymous reviewer points out, historical nasal-infix presents in pde (e.g. stand) are synchronically irregular, and so must similarly be lexically listed on an item-by-basis. 59
The demorphologization/lexicalization analysis provides natural motivation for the development of h̬ arg(a)nu-in New Hittite. When older h̬ arni(n)k-was lexicalized as a simplex stem, it left behind a morphological gap for a compositional causative (i.e. cause + die) to h̬ ark-, which was therefore filled by productively derived h̬ arg(a)nu-. 60
Cf. (16) above. For the reconstruction of the roots of Hitt. h̬ arni (n)k-, šarni(n)k-, and ištarni(n)k-, see liv2: 725-728 , and on the phonologization of the non-etymological nasal in these forms, see Shatskov (2006 ) (cf. Hart 1977 . (25) shows that the old morpheme boundary between nasal-infix and root is no longer present, and the historical infix no longer accented. Just as for h̬ ūške-'waits' (cf. 4.2.1), accentual change may not have been immediate; yet it is hardly surprising that, dissociated from any well-defined morphological class already in the prehistory of Hittite and Palaic, these verbs are attested with only leftmost ictus,61 which was shown in 3.3 to derive via ada from underlying representations that are disyllabic, monomorphemic, and-above all-unaccented.62
A synopsis of the proposed diachronic trajectory of Proto-Anatolian nasalinfix verbs as applied schematically to Hitt. h̬ ūnikzi 'batters' is presented in (26) ictus that appears to be "retracted" from its pie position. Since this prosodic innovation cuts across morphological lines, the affected forms do not readily submit to analogical explanation, nor can a putative connection between epenthesis and ictus "attraction"-even if this analysis could be maintained (cf. 2.4)-generalize to all examples of this phenomenon. However, these forms are all consistent with the application of anatolian default accentuation, which functions to assign ictus to the leftmost syllable of a prosodic word when no accented morphemes are present (3.3). The operation of this default principle explains the striking fact that, when Anatolian departs from inherited accentual patterns, the ictus regularly surfaces on the leftmost syllable and not elsewhere. 4 aimed to address a more complex question: Why do these words lack accented morphemes and so come under the domain of ada? It was proposed that the ada applies to Hittite forms like (1d) punušzi and (1e) teripzi because they are based on unaccented roots: when epenthesis induces a change in their phonological shape, the same accentual principles assign ictus to a historically-new position (4.1). In contrast, the historical nasal-infix verbs and (1c) h̬ ūške-once contained an accented derivational morpheme, but their dissociation from productive morphological categories resulted in restructuring of their underlying representations-viz. demorphologization and loss of accentedness-and accordingly, the assignment of default leftmost ictus by ada (4.2).63
The remainder of this paper briefly considers some implications of this analysis for the diachrony of Anatolian accentuation as well as the development of lexical interface systems more broadly. 5.1 takes up some theoretical issues raised in 4.2 pertaining to demorphologization, examining in greater detail the causes and consequences of this diachronic phenonemenon. 5.2 discusses the inheritance of default accentuation, and considers its potential to introduce prosodic change. Finally, in 5.3 the significance of the Anatolian evidence for pie prosody is assessed.
63
It should be noted, however, that the analysis advanced here is not the only one compatible with the Anatolian data; e.g. pa *Húnekti is also compatible with an underlying form /Húneg -ti/ with lexically listed accent on the first syllable. Thus while I have presented arguments in favor of ictus assignment via ada, determining the "best" analysis-viz. in terms of explanatory power, economy, psycholinguistic and typological plausibility, etc.-will require much further research on the Anatolian languages as well as crosslinguistically.
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5.1
Causes and Consequences of Demorphologization 4.2 introduced demorphologization-the diachronic loss of morphological structure-as a mechanism for prosodic change at the word level in lexical interface systems. Two pertinent questions will be considered further here: (i) What factors trigger demorphologization?; and (ii) Why does it often lead to the loss of lexical accent, thereby yielding prosodic change? Probert (2006) has proposed that demorphologization is induced by changes that render a word's formal or functional connection to its morphological category less transparent. Her diachronic study of Ancient Greek provides empirical support for this hypothesis to which may now be added the Anatolian data considered here. In particular, the development of Hitt. h̬ ūške-'wait' , semantically opaque with respect to its historical base (cf. h̬ uiš-'live'), finds a natural explanation under Probert's hypothesis. Demorphologization may thus be understood to affect words on an item-by-item basis, which over time may result in the appearance of a categorical phenomenon, as in the Anatolian nasal-infix verbs. Demorphologization in this type can be attributed to a kind of formal opacity: the relationship between nasal-infix verbs and their derivational bases could no longer be understood by learners who did not have the latter in their lexicon; consequently, at least some of these inherited nasal-infix verbs were lexicalized, and so outlived their cognate root formations. Finally, as evidence for the derivational pattern itself dwindled, even nasal-infix verbs whose historical bases survived in Anatolian were eventually subject to demorphologization and lexicalization; thus from a synchronic perspective, the relationship in Hittite between h̬ arni(n)k-'destroy' and h̬ ark-'die' is purely semantic, just as is the case for set and sit in pde.
While identifying more cases of demorphologization will no doubt shed further light on this question, Probert's hypothesis is further recommended by a substantial body of psycholinguistic research that suggests a plausible cognitive basis for this development.64 Dual-route race models of morphological processing (e.g. Schreuder and Baayen 1995) distinguish between two types of lexical access: (i) the parsing route, whereby a word is parsed into its constituent morphemes and accessed by way of these parts; and (ii) the direct route, whereby a word is accessed holistically via its own lexical representation. Morphologically complex words initiate a simultaneous attempt at processing by both routes, which then "race" to compute and deliver an interpretation. Factors generally considered relevant to determining the "winner" include the word's frequency, its phonological and semantic transparency, and the produc-
64
For a recent survey of this literature, see Diepandaele et al (2012) .
Indo-European Linguistics 3 (2015) 145-187 tivity of the affixes it contains (cf. Schreuder and Baayen 1995; Hay and Baayen 2002) . Interestingly, experimental studies have confirmed that some of the same factors identified as causes of demorphologization also facilitate direct route access. For example, it has been repeatedly shown that pde complex words like re-lease, depart-ment, or dis-patch, which are phonologically segmentable into base plus affix but not semantically compositional, do not prime these bases (Marslen-Wilson et al 1994; cf. Rastle et al 2000) . This result has generally been taken to indicate that, in processing a semantically opaque complex word, the lexical representation ostensibly shared with its base remains unactivated, a fact which points in turn to holistic word access by the direct route.
Other studies have shown that processing is sensitive to such factors as productivity and frequency. Hay and Baayen (2002) have demonstrated a robust correlation between parsing and productivity: productive affixes, which are regularly extended to new words, strongly tend to be parsed,65 while nonproductive affixes are associated with direct access. In addition, when the frequency of a derived word exceeds that of its base, it is likely to be processed holistically regardless of its absolute frequency; thus it is highly probable that pde verbs like un-leash or re-iterate, which are significantly more frequent than their verbal bases leash and iterate, will be accessed directly (Hay 2001) . Indeed, one might question whether any synchronic formal connection is perceived between re-iterate and iterate by many pde speakers, since the latter word is so marginal that some (or even most) speakers may be unaware of it. The same question might be posed of nasal-infix verbs in late pa, a closed class in which, for the majority of items, the derivational no longer exists independently or is so rare as to be entirely unattested.
The fact that many of the same factors-transparency, productivity, and (relative) frequency66-are involved in both demorphologization and holistic processing suggests that demorphologization may be viewed as the lexicalization of a diachronically increasing tendency for words to be processed in this way.67 If so, demorphologization is both empirically founded and cognitively 65 Hay and Baayen (2002) argue that productivity is a function of parsing and parsability; affixal productivity is maintained as a direct consequence of being frequently parsed. 66 Probert (2006: 292, passim) has demonstrated a correlation between absolute frequency and demorphologization, but the role of the relative frequency of derivative and base remains to be investigated. 67
Note that demorphologized words no longer activate the affixes they historically contained, thus decreasing the productivity of the affix and increasing the probability that other words containing it will eventually undergo demorphologization (Hay and Baayen 2002) .
yates Indo-European Linguistics 3 (2015) 145-187 motivated. It remains unexplained, however, why words that undergo demorphologization tend to become subject to default accentuation, as appears to be the case in both Ancient Greek and Anatolian. In these languages which are abundant in lexical contrasts, why aren't their accentual patterns simply lexicalized? Once again, this issue will be elucidated by further research, yet it is significant that in the data examined by Probert (2006: 233) , retention of a nondefault accentual pattern (i.e. Stage ii) is the exception rather than the rule: "resistance to accentual regularization after the loss of synchronic analysis" is shown to be a feature characteristic only of highly frequent lexical items. In a similar vein, the Anatolian cases of demorphologizaton considered here offer no compelling evidence for lexicalization of accent following demorphologization (though cf. n. 62). These findings suggest that, at least in these languages (cf. 5.2), learners posit accentedness as a feature of morphemes only in response to significant positive evidence for accented behavior in a variety of morphophonological contexts. Because (productive) derivational and inflectional suffixes occur frequently by both type and token, their properties are relatively easily learned and thus diachronically stable. However, only the most frequent demorphologized stems-historically, the combination of a root and a particular morpheme, and so necessarily less frequent than that morpheme-will provide sufficient evidence for their underlying accent to be maintained across generations of speakers; and even these words, if their frequency at any point dips below some critical threshold, are liable to the application of default ictus assignment.68
5.2
The Diachrony of Default Accentuation and Prosodic Change The analysis developed in 1-3 of the Anatolian data-in particular, of historically unaccented roots, which in 4.1 were argued to be subject to ada both before and after inner-Anatolian epenthesis-requires that the same principle of default accentuation was a synchronic feature of Anatolian grammar at distinct prehistoric stages. Its application at each stage implies that default accentuation may be diachronically stable, and even suggests that, like other 68 The diachrony of demorphologized words may be profitably compared to that of loanwords, since they too lack morphological structure in the borrowing language, and often enter it with exceptional accentuation that reflects the phonology of the donor language. In contrast to demorphologization, which has been little studied, it is well known that loanwords over time tend to adopt the default accentual pattern of the borrowing language; see (e.g.) Svensson and Hering (2009) on the development of French loanwords in the history of English.
Indo-European Linguistics 3 (2015) 145-187 synchronic phonological rules,69 its successful intergenerational transmission is the unmarked case. If so, it is to be expected that ada is also operative synchronically in Hittite and the other Anatolian languages. While the Anatolian forms assessed here may all be ascribed to its prehistoric operation, there is nevertheless preliminary support for this hypothesis. Some suggestive evidence comes from Luwian, where ada may explain the "retracted" leftmost ictus in the generalized weak verbal stems of Cuneiform Luwian tūwa-'put' and pīya-'give' (cf. Melchert 1994: 89) . This generalization must be post-pa, since Hittite preserves the original ablauting paradigm in each case (3rd s. dāi 'places'; pāi 'gives'), and so too, then, must be the innovation of leftmost ictus in these Luwian forms. Yet likely even more significant in this respect are Hittite simplex mi-verbs, whose strong stem in pa received ictus via ada (4.1.2). Since Hittite recapitulates inherited accentual patterns in this morphological category, it is reasonable to assume that the corresponding Hittite forms are also synchronically subject to ada. Taken together, this evidence is highly encouraging, although a more systematic, synchronic analysis must be left as a task for future research.
More broadly, the Anatolian evidence aligns with Ancient Greek in demonstrating how default accentuation can introduce prosodic change in lexical interface systems. While the default principle itself remains diachronically stable, ictus assignment may be disrupted by phonological developments that affect syllabic structure (e.g. epenthesis, deletion), or it may acquire new inputs due to processes like demorphologization. As more words come under the domain of default accentuation, purely phonological factors become increasingly reliable predictors of the ictus, which may eventually result in the nearly complete elimination of lexical accent.70
This trajectory is, of course, hardly inevitable, and some languages may instead tend to opt for lexicalization whenever the interaction of morphophonological change and default accentuation would yield new ictic patterns.71 69 Such as the familiar pie "Double Dental Rule"-the rule of *s-epenthesis between heteromorphemic coronal stops-which is maintained from pie through pa and into (at least) oh and CLuw. (cf. Melchert, 1994: 49, 58, 109) . 70
In fact, Halle (1997) has plausibly argued that the fixed initial ictus pattern that emerged in Germanic, Celtic, and the earliest stage of Italic was due to the loss of lexical accent and concomitant generalization of the pie leftmost default principle (cf. 5.3). For similar arguments about the generalization of recessive accentuation in the Lesbian dialect of Ancient Greek, see Probert (2006 : 143) (cf. Gunkel 2014 . 71 Gunkel (2014) rightly observes the "trend in the diachronic development of the [Ancient] Greek accentual system …from a relatively 'free' accent system, where accent was primar-Nevertheless, the agreement between Ancient Greek and Anatolian suggests that diachronic "reversion to default" is a more general feature of lexical interface systems. Further investigation of this tendency within the Indo-European languages and cross-linguistically thus may not only allow for the explanation of changes in word prosody that have resisted traditional analogical explanations in these languages, but also, by identifying such changes (or lack thereof), offer insight into why some languages seem to prefer default accentuation to lexicalization. A better understanding of this question would constitute a small step toward a predictive theory of prosodic change in lexical interface systems.
5.3
ada and the Reconstruction of pie Prosody While lexical interface systems constitute a minority type cross-linguistically, the Indo-European languages-both ancient and modern-are very well represented among them. This distribution can hardly be a coincidence, and must instead reflect inheritance from pie, where ictus assignment was determined synchronically by the interaction of the accentual properties of morphemes and phonological principles, including a principle of default ictus assignment. How, then, did this pie default principle operate?
As noted in 3.1, Kiparsky and Halle (1977) have argued that accentuation in pie was governed by the bap, repeated below: (9) basic accentuation principle (bap):
If a word has more than one accented syllable, the leftmost of these gets the ictus. If a word has no accented syllable, the leftmost syllable gets the ictus.
Their reconstruction of the default component of the bap was founded primarily on Vedic and Balto-Slavic; the evidence from these two branchesrecently reassessed by Kiparsky (2010, forthcoming) -is consistent with the synchronic operation of leftmost default ictus assignment, and thereby supports the reconstruction of this principle for their common ancestor. Leftmost default may also be indirectly continued in Ancient Greek, where recessive accentuation-shown convincingly by Probert (2006: 128-144) to be the default pattern in the language-likely reflects this same principle in a slightly modified form, viz. leftmost within the accentable domain.
ily morphologically determined and phonology played a minor role …to a less free, more phonologically constrained system." Yet this trajectory did not culminate in the loss of lexical accent: not only does Modern Greek have a stable lexical interface system, but it is even argued by Revithiadou (1999: 4, passim) that lexical accent is preferred in this system.
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Significantly, the Anatolian languages appear to provide an exact match for this default leftmost pattern. According to the analysis developed in 1-3, the pattern of ictus "retraction" observed in Hittite, Palaic, and Luwian is a direct consequence of the prehistoric operation of ada. The reconstruction of ada for pa (cf. 2.3) not only bolsters the case for Kiparsky and Halle's reconstruction, but projects this default leftmost pattern deeper into prehistory, situating its operation in high-node pie-viz. the state of the proto-language prior to the separation of the Anatolian branch from the other ("core" or "nuclear") IndoEuropean languages.72 Any alternative account of pie accentuation must now explain how the same default principle was innovated separately in four separate language branches-a situation that is, moreover, economically explained by diachronic retention. For the present, then, it is most plausible to assume that the phonological principle in (27) was synchronically operative in highnode pie, and that, when no constituent morpheme of a prosodic word was lexically specified for accent, this principle functioned to assign ictus to its leftmost syllable.
(27) proto-indo-european default accentuation:
If a word has no inherently accented syllable, the leftmost syllable gets the ictus.
